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Abstract 
Cooperative mechanisms in coupled motor proteins transport 
by 
Karthik Uppulury 
ii 
Subcellular cargos are transported by enzyme molecules called molecular motors by 
using the chemical energy from hydrolysis of ATP and performing mechanical work 
in non-equilibrium. Certain motors tread on cytoskeleton structures i.e 
microtubules and actin filaments in a linear manner. Due to the polarity of the 
cytoskeleton structures the motors can accomplish cellular transport along one 
direction. Cargos often rely upon the collective action of more than one motor to 
transport them in order to surmount the crowding and visco-elastic effects of the 
surrounding medium through higher force generation. To understand the 
mechanism of cargo transport by precisely two kinesin-1 motors a combination of 
experimental and theoretical approaches were employed. This thesis focuses on 
understanding the mechanism of transport by considering interactions between 
closely spaced motors on the microtubules. The main finding of this thesis is that 
motors under the influence of each other's interaction with microtubules do affect 
the cargo dynamics. 
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Chapter 1 
Multiple Motors Transport 
Molecular motors are active enzyme molecules that utilize the available 
chemical energy to perform mechanical work in non-equilibrium, isothermal 
conditions. They harness this energy through hydrolysis of A TP or related energy 
rich compounds. Motor proteins can be classified based on their functional 
properties.1·2 Important classes of motors perform rotational motion to synthesize 
ATP inside mitochondria, such as FoFt-ATPase and bacterial flagella motors.3.4.S.6 
Several other classes of motors tread on cytoskeleton structures like microtubules 
and actin in a linear manner and could be to referred to as translocases. Motors 
belonging to kinesin, dynein and myosin super family are translocases. These 
cytoskeleton structures are composed of individual sub-units which have an 
inherent polarity, due to which a net direction of motion can be assigned for motion 
of the motors on the macroscopic structures and transport in one direction.1.7-14 
Cellular components such as vesicles and peroxisomes are transported by motors 
from one destination site to another under controlled spatio-temporal conditions by 
the action ofmotors.lS-17,42 
Employing state-of-the art technologies that can control motions of individual 
motor protein molecules, significant progress has been achieved in understanding 
the underlying mechanisms of motor proteins transport.lB-24 The growing 
experimental evidences offer new insights into motor cooperativity and regulation 
of cargos.27·33 Theoretical models are much needed for a comprehensive and 
concrete quantitative understanding and predictive power.34-39 
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Cellular cargos are acted upon by multiple motors to surmount the challenge 
of higher force production for transport due to crowding effects and visco-elastic 
properties ofthe surrounding medium. Cargos can also be regulated by a team of 
motors acting on it. However, much is not known about the underlying mechanisms 
of transport in such scenarios. The Optical tweezers are a useful tool to probe 
system dynamics involving cargo transport by motors. The technology enables one 
to apply measurable forces of the order ofpico-Newton on a system ofinterest.2S,26 
In the earlier study of multiple motors system the influence ofmyosin-V and kinesin 
on each other's processive abilities pertinent to cargo transport was studied.40 In 
another study Dietz eta/ studied collective dynamics of multiple motor systems 
(two and three) in an upside down gliding assay where MT' s are the cargo and 
kinesin motors were bound to an immovable surface.41 
A more biologically relevant in-vitro set up for multiple motor dynamics was 
engineered by Diehl lab which allowed studies on cargo transport by precisely two 
motors to be performed.45 Employing optical trapping techniques the 
measurements were conducted and a quantitative model was developed for a 
concrete understanding of the same. One of the key findings of two kinesin-1 cargo 
transport is that the motors cooperate negatively below the stalling force of kinesin-
3 
1 motor and cooperative effects are noted when the collective force acting on the 
motors is higher than the stalling force of the kinesin-1 motor.46AB The work 
presented in this thesis is based on in-vitro studies pertinent to two kinesin-1 based 
transport and addresses the issue of motor cooperation at high forces. A mechanism 
at the molecular level is probed to explain the measured trend of cargo velocities 
under different experimental set ups (static optical trap and force feedback). A 
generalized model is proposed that considers interactions between motors when 
they are closely spaced on the microtubules into consideration to calculate the 
dynamical properties of the system. Our model successfully explains the observed 
behavior of high cargo velocities under higher applied loads in the experiments. 
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Chapter 2 
Coupled motors system and their dynamic 
properties - an in-vitro study 
The system of interest is a cargo molecule (a polystyrene bead) conjugated to a 
two kinesin-1 assembly (Fig 2.1) that transports the bead along the microtubule. 
Initially the bead is trapped by focusing a laser beam onto it. The motors, in a 
saturated ATP medium, exert forces on the cargo and pull the cargo away from the 
center of the trap along the direction of the motor stepping. 
Linker 
Molecule 
Figure 2.1- A two kinesin-1 bio-synthetic assembly. 
The assembly comprises of two human kinesin-1 motor constructs connected by a 
DNA scaffold (50 nm) via a linker molecule. Taken from: Rogers eta/, PCCP 11, 4882, 
2009. 
The motors perform mechanical work by generating force on the cargo when the 
motor takes a step forward. The forces that the motors exert on the cargos are 
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dependent on the motor's elastic stretching properties under applied loads. As a 
result of the forces acting on the bead and it's displacement from the focus of the 
trap, a restoring force acts on the bead towards the focus of the trap. This force 
arises due to the change in the momentum of the refracted photons from the bead 
when it is displaced from the center of the trap since the laser beam basically uses a 
non-uniform intensity profile with the brightest light being at the focus of the trap 
(Fig 2.2) . 
Figure 2.2- Kinesin-lcargo complex in a static optical trap 
Schematic of a polystyrene bead acted upon by a motor moving on the microtubule, 
whilst the bead trapped by the laser beam. Taken from: Jamison et al, Biophysical 
Journal 99, 2967, 2010. 
The trace of a single motor cargo complex in a static optical trap is depicted in 
(Fig 2.3) shows the motion of the bead in the trap. The force gradually increases on 
the bead due to motor's forward steps on the microtubule, and under increasing 
6 
loads the motor's velocity decreases to zero when the force on the motor builds up 
to approximately 7 pica-Newton and thereby detaches from the microtubule. The 
red dotted line corresponds to the stalling force of a single kinesin-1 motor. The 
trace of a two motor cargo complex evinces higher force production i.e forces above 
that of single kinesin-1 stall force which serves as one of the first evidences for 
collective action of kinesin-1 on cargos. 
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Figure 2.3 -Traces and peak force distributions. 
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On the left, trace of a single kinesin system (top) and two kinesin system (bottom) 
are shown. On the right, peak force distributions of single kinesin system (top) and 
two kinesin system (bottom) are shown. The peak force distribution in the inset 
corresponds to one particular bead. Taken from: Jamison eta!, Biophysical Journal 
99, 2967, 2010. 
The histogram distributions in (Fig 2.3) represent peak forces that develop on the 
bead in a static optical trap before the bead detaches from the microtubule during 
that run. The peak force distribution fo r the single motor complex has a peak 
distributed around approx 7.6 pN. The peak force distribution of the two motors 
complex resembles that of the single motor complex below the single motor stall 
force and so the two kinesin-1motors can collectively generate higher forces but 
most often they behave like a single kinesin-1 system. The other evidences for two 
motor bound configurations are two state detachment process, bi-modal velocities 
of cargo, higher stiffness of the two kinesin-1 assembly compared to single motor 
stiffness and attenuated cargo size displacements of the cargo. A two state 
detachment process is depicted in (Fig 2.4) in which a two motor bound state 
represented by '1' retracts back to the focus of the trap via a single motor bound 
configuration '2'. The bead velocities under an applied load of 5 pN shows a 
behavior that is single motor like and two motor like with distinct distributions in 
their velocities. The stiffness of the composite system is higher compared to the 
stiffness of the single motor case which signifies the presence of two motor bound 
configurations. 
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Figure 2.4 - Signatures of two motor states. 
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(A)Two state detachment process of the bead. (B) The bi-modal velocities of the 
bead under 5 pN applied load. (C) Measured stiffnesses of single kinesin and two 
kinesin assemblies. (D) Attenuated cargo size displacements. 
Taken from: Jamison eta/, Biophysical Journal99, 2967, 2010. 
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Systematic analysis evinced the motors step asynchronously during cargo transport 
as a result of which attenuated cargo size displacements are observed.44 To 
understand the system dynamics the cargo velocities of the two motors complex 
were measured. Owing to compliance in the behavior of kinesin-1 motor the 
compliance corrected version of the cargo velocities of the two motors system 
reveal that the system behaves like a single motor system below stalling force of 
kinesin-1 and there is a cooperative effect in the cargo velocities under loads greater 
than the single kinesin-1 stall force. The motors tend to cooperate under high forces 
yielding higher cargo velocities (Fig 2.5). 
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Figure 2.5 - Compliance corrected FV plot of the two motors complex. 
Taken from: Jamison et al, Biophysical Journal 99, 2967, 2010. 
To understand the dynamics of transport a theoretical model was constructed from 
single motor measurements. The model is essentially a discrete-state stochastic 
model that considers transitions occurring in the system from one microstate to 
another via configurations in mechanical equilibrium. So, the net force and torque 
acting on the system in such enumerated microstate configurations is balanced. The 
point of attachment of the motor to the MT and the position of the bead relative to 
the trap center under mechanical equilibrium defines a microstate configuration. 
The free energy of the system in such a state is the sum total of the energy stored 
in the motor-bead linkage and the energy of the interaction between the bead and 
the trap. The key dynamical events that constitute cargo transport are stepping 
(forward, backward), binding and unbinding. The details of modeling these 
dynamical events and calculating the microstate energies of the complex are 
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discussed in detail in J.Driver et a/.46 To account for the work done by the motor 
against directional loads the model assumes a specific pathway along the motor's 
direction of stepping described in Fisher et a/.47 
The system dynamics is studied by numerically solving a set of Master equations 
which can be written down in a compact form: dl/J = A t/J. The transition rate matrix, dt 
A contains information about the rates of all possible transitions between the 
microstates and t/J represents all the microstates enumerated is written as a column 
vector. The stepping, binding and unbinding rates of transition are dependent on the 
difference in energies of the discrete microstates involved in the transition. Detailed 
balance principle is valid between the forward and backward stepping rates, and 
likewise between the binding and unbinding rates. The dynamics of the system is 
studied by enumerating the significant microstates and calculating their probability 
distributions at all times until the system reaches a steady state distribution. The 
calculated cargo velocities in static trapping and force-clamped treatments are 
compared against the measured values. 
The Master equations can be written formally as shown below, and are subject to 
change with respect to microstate stepping transition (u and w) rates when the free 
energy profile pertinent to a stepping transition is modified. 
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Equation 2.1 Model master equations 
dl/Jf .ha .ha dt = u(i-1)->i 'f'(i-1) + W(i+1)->i 'f'(i+1) 
dl/Jf ,1,a ,,,a dt = u(i-1)->i 'f'(i-1) + W(i+1)->i 'f'(i+1) 
dl/Ja,b 
(i,j) _ (kon , 1,a + kon , 1,b) + ,1,a,b + ,1,a,b 
_d....;t....;.;..- i->(i,j) 'f'i j->(i,j) 'f'j U(i-1,j)->(i,j)'f'(i-1,j) u(i,j-1)->(i,j) 'f'(i,j-1) 
+ .h~ + .h~ w(i+l,j)->(i,j) 'f'(i+l,j) w(i,j+1)->(i,j) 'f'(i,j+1) 
- [k(i~~)->i + k(i~~)->i + u(i,j)->(i+1,j) + u(i,j)->(i,j+1) + W(i,j)->(i-1,j) 
Here 1/J is the probability of a microstate. The complex detached from the MT is 
represented as 1/J0 , single motor bound states are represented as 1/Ja or 1/Jb and two 
motor bound states as 1/Ja,b. The subscript labels i and j denote the microtubule 
lattice-site position of the motors. The labels i and j are used for microstate 
transition rates for motor binding (k<m), detachment (J<off), and stepping (u and w) to 
indicate the initial and final microstates of the system for that transition. 
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The earlier model predicts the motors cooperate negatively under low applied 
loads, where as the model predictions do not explain the high cargo velocities under 
high applied loads (Fig 2.6) and it has been suggested that locally interacting motors 
could coordinate their stepping behavior leading to positive cooperative effects 
under high applied loads from previous experimental analysis of bead size 
displacements. 
250 0 o 0 -- theory 
0 0 0 experiment f200 0 0 0 
0 c 150 ...._... 
c 
·g 100 
~ 50 
00 5 10 15 
Force (pN) 
Figure 2.6- Bead velocities of the two motors complex. 
Circles represent measured bead velocities in the static optical trap and the solid 
blue line is the calculated bead velocity for the two kinesin system in a static optical 
trap. 
Measurements of cargo velocities are higher than responses by the model and there 
is a need to incorporate cooperative affects into the current modeling framework. 
The cargo motion occurs via configurations of both single motor states and two 
motor bound states. The effect of coupling between the motors in the two motor 
bound states when motors are closely spaced on the MT is incorporated into the 
model to validate the cargo velocities under high applied loads. 
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Chapter 3 
Cooperative interactions between motors 
affect dynamics of the complex 
We have developed a model that incorporates interactions explicitly in the system. 
When the motors are closely located on the microtubules the energy barriers of the 
transition states for motor stepping transitions are lowered, by introducing a 
multiplicative factor in the expressions of stepping rates (without violating detailed 
balance principle). With the multiplicative/enhancement factor in the stepping rate 
expressions included and upon solving the Master equations, the computed cargo 
velocities were compared with the measured values. The model also considered the 
effect oflocal deformations due to closely spaced motors on cargo velocities. It has 
been reported earlier that MT structures can undergo mechanical deformations 
when subject to loads. Motors bound to the MT binding sites interact with these 
structures by exerting forces on them. When the motors are nearby they could 
experience each other's interaction potential with the microtubules thus affecting 
the free energy profile of the motors. 
with interaction 
Figure 3.1 - Schematic of interactions between closely spaced motors on 
microtubules. 
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The schematic depicts the motors separated far apart on the left, and closely spaced 
on the microtubules on the right. 
Due to the deformations caused by loads exerted by the motors on the 
microtubule, a closely spaced motor (:s;16.4nm) can experience the microtubule 
lattice shorten, due to which a proportionate displacement could be transcribed to 
the complex. This allows the transitioning motor to perform work under assisting 
load, due to which the free energy profile is modified thus paving way for the motor 
to perform less work during sub-step transitions and transition with higher 
stepping rates. The cargo velocities were computed for distinct motor stepping 
pathways. In this approach the transition state and intermediate state positions of 
the reaction coordinate are affected in a distance dependent manner. However, 
dynamic properties of the complex are dependent on geometry on the MT, and 
henceforth depend on how the loads are distributed between the motors at any 
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given applied load. The cargo velocities were computed for stepping pathways 
considering the transition state motions as a function of load experienced by the 
motor, since motions of the transition states under high loads should undergo more 
displacement than under low loads. Our calculations using both the methodologies 
in static and force-feedback modes helped us to analyze the system dynamics and 
put forth a mechanism for molecular transport. 
Motivated by measurements of cargo velocities pertinent to coupled motors 
transport under high applied loads the role of local interactions affecting dynamic 
properties of the cargo is considered. Although the earlier model predictions for 
cargo velocities are in good agreement under low applied loads and the bi-modal 
nature ofthe Force-Velocity curve is evinced, a good agreement under high applied 
loads was lacking. To explicate reasons for this behavior the transition state energy 
barriers were lowered thereby increasing the stepping rates owing to an 
enhancement factor of 4.0 under the condition that the interacting motors on the 
MT are within 16.4 nm separation distance. An enhancement factor of 4.0 implicates 
lowering of the transition state barriers approximately by 1.38ks T pertinent to a 
microstate transition. As a result of affecting the stepping rates by an enhancement 
factor, in the static trap case a slight increase in cargo velocities can be noted under 
low applied loads indicating the presence of two motor states and the cargo 
velocities become appreciably higher under high applied loads with the complex 
stalling at around 15 pN applied load. The impact of the enhancement factor in the 
low force region of force-feedback calculations is more than the static trap case 
since the density of two motor states is higher in the force-feedback mode compared 
17 
to the static mode scenario. Also the affect of different unloaded (k0 n-1/s to 5/s in 
integer steps) binding rates is considered to calculate the FV plots. The FV plot in 
the black (Fig 3.2) corresponds to an unloaded binding rate constant of 1/s. A lower 
unloaded binding rate constant leads to a drop in the cargo velocities in the low 
force region. 
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Figure 3.2 - Enhancement factor dependent interactions and cargo velocities. 
The FV plot in the static trap (top) and force (bottom) feedback. 
While probing for a molecular mechanism, the distance dependent motion of the 
transition states in the motor's stepping pathway allowed the motor to perform less 
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work thus aiding higher stepping rates of transition in order to achieve the 8.2 nm 
step size. Applying a change to the x-direction of motion for transition states in the 
reaction coordinate elucidated by Fisher eta/, the phenomenological reaction 
coordinate ofTS1:-0.?8nm, IS: -O.OSnm, TSz: -3nm relative to the binding position of 
the motor explicates the measured data the best in the static trap case.47 Also the 
effect of different unloaded binding rates on the calculated cargo velocities show 
some decrease near the stalling force ( ~ 7pN) of single kinesin-1 motor. Whereas in 
the case of force-clamped calculations, an unusual increase in the cargo velocity 
near the stalling force was noted. 
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Figure 3.3 - Distance dependent interactions and cargo velocities. 
The FV plot in the static trap (top) and force (bottom) feedback. 
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This clearly contradicts the nature of Force-Velocity relationship seen in 
experiments. The unexpected cargo velocities in force-feedback calculations are due 
to the drastic increase in the kinesin-1 motor velocities along the modified stepping 
pathway and the density of states in force-feedback being higher than those in the 
static trap case. Hence this approach did not concur with the measurements in 
force-feedback mode. When the motions of the transition states are parameterized 
as a function of the force felt by the transitioning motor, we observe agreeable 
results in both static and force-feedback calculations. The forces that the motors 
exert on the microtubules compressing the structure locally, causing a displacement 
ofthe complex, justifies the parameterization of the motions of transition states in 
terms of force experienced by the transitioning motor. In the treatment of force 
dependent motion of transition states we assume stiffness ofmicrotubules to be 
approx 2.3 pN/nm. In our treatment, under zero applied load the position ofTSt is 
same as that of the original reaction coordinate, likewise for the IS and the TSz 
position. At the stalling force of the kinesin-1 motor the positions of TSt, IS and TSz 
are moved to -0.78, -0.05, -3.0 nm respectively. Motors interacting locally cause the 
microtubule lattice size to shorten. This shift has been imbibed into the reaction 
coordinate of the motor stepping pathway, but in a force-dependent way. Thus, the 
calculated FV plots employing this methodology in static and feedback modes 
validated the measured data fairly well. The effect of unloaded binding rates (kon = 
1/s to 5/s in integer steps) in the calculations evinces the appearance ofthe FV 
relationship in force-feedback experiments. The measurements in the force-
20 
feedback mode are best explicated when the transition states are affected in a force 
dependent manner and when the unloaded binding rate constant of 1/s. 
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The FV plot in the static trap (top) and force (bottom) feedback. 
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In conclusion, we presented an extended model that incorporates the role of 
interactions in the system. A molecular mechanism was probed using interactions to 
explicate the cargo velocities via parameterization of the motion of transition states 
of the motor along the reaction coordinate. Owing to local interactions in between 
motors and microtubule, the motions of the transition states along the motor's 
reaction coordinate are affected by the forces that the motors experience. 
Transcribing the force dependent feature for transition state motions into the 
reaction coordinate for the motor yields agreeable results in the static and force-
feedback modes. The rationale that the stepping rates are affected with motor 
microtubule interactions can be understood when these results are compared with 
those of the calculated FV plots employing an enhancement factor in front of the 
stepping rate expressions in which case the free energy barriers of the transitions 
are lowered. 
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